
 

 

Some Suggested Approaches for Walking and Writing  
 

 

Write a letter to the landscape, or part of it. Your letter could be to the place 

now, or to this place 100 years ago, or write as if you were writing in 100 years’ 

time. You might want to write to someone walking here a long time ago 

(perhaps even yourself) or who will walk here in years to come.  

You could also write a postcard to or from your place.  

 

 

Go scavenging Take a notebook and as you walk, collect fragments and 

impressions what you experience, on the page. Using your senses and your 

feelings, stop every so often to be attentive to what is around you and find some 

words or phrases for what you notice. On your return, assemble these in a way 

that pleases you to form a poem. Each stop could be a different verse of the 

poem. 

You could stop at particular landmarks, pre-planned or chosen as you go along, 

or you could stop after you have counted a certain number of steps each time. 

 

 

Become an alien Try to see the landscape with completely fresh eyes, as if it 

was the first time you’ve seen it. Imagine this is your first trip to earth and you 

have never seen anything like these surroundings before. How would you 

describe them? You might take something you see and describe to someone 

who cannot. How would you describe a tree to someone who had never seen 

one?   

 

 

Pay some attention Set out on your walk open to something that catches your 

attention - a flower, stone, leaf, tree, animal etc etc. Give this some time and 

attention, and, using your senses, observation and intuition, describe it as 

carefully as you can. When you have done so, give it a voice and write what it 

is saying to you - or give yourself a voice and write what you want to say to it!  

 

 

Take a snapshot Write about your walk in 100 words. When you have done so, 

cut this down to 50 words. You may set your words out as prose or in a poem.  

 
 


